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•• Goals of tonight: Goals of tonight: 

–– For the school district to provide information For the school district to provide information 

about a potential change in transportation for about a potential change in transportation for 

the 2008/2009 school year;the 2008/2009 school year;

–– For the school district to provide direction and For the school district to provide direction and 

insights directly related to issues surrounding insights directly related to issues surrounding 

this potential change;this potential change;

–– For the school district to receive feedback For the school district to receive feedback 

from its constituents. from its constituents. 
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•• Currently the SASD:Currently the SASD:

–– Uses a Uses a ““Two TierTwo Tier”” systemsystem

–– Owns 84 Buses, (10 special needs, 2 midOwns 84 Buses, (10 special needs, 2 mid--size, size, 

72 regular size)72 regular size)

–– We make 75 runs per dayWe make 75 runs per day

–– We have 73 regular drivers (2 open runs)We have 73 regular drivers (2 open runs)

–– We have 16 substitute driversWe have 16 substitute drivers
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•• Why look at a new system of transporting Why look at a new system of transporting 
our students?our students?
–– Currently we have any number of runs that are over crowded;Currently we have any number of runs that are over crowded;

–– Currently we have a number of students that have to Currently we have a number of students that have to ““waitwait”” to be taken home to be taken home 
from the Jr. High and get dropped off early at the Middle Schoolfrom the Jr. High and get dropped off early at the Middle School;;

–– Currently we have no room to store the buses in our yard and we Currently we have no room to store the buses in our yard and we have no room have no room 
for extra buses (during the day we have to keep two buses outsidfor extra buses (during the day we have to keep two buses outside the yard);e the yard);

–– This new system will allow us to be more efficient in the use ofThis new system will allow us to be more efficient in the use of our drivers and our drivers and 
fleet;fleet;

–– This new system will help to eliminate the immediate need to repThis new system will help to eliminate the immediate need to replace buses that lace buses that 
are coming upon their point of are coming upon their point of ““retirementretirement”” as directed by the State;as directed by the State;

–– This new system will allow us to have greater flexibility in proThis new system will allow us to have greater flexibility in providing better viding better 
services to our constituent groups;services to our constituent groups;

–– This new system will NOT affect in any way the nonThis new system will NOT affect in any way the non--public students that we public students that we 
transporttransport
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•• Why look at a new system of transporting Why look at a new system of transporting 

our students? (continued)our students? (continued)
–– This new system would keep our current run count down (by approxThis new system would keep our current run count down (by approximately 14 imately 14 

runs);runs);

–– There would be more drivers in the subThere would be more drivers in the sub--pool;pool;

–– Better timing for PM activity buses;Better timing for PM activity buses;

–– More efficient use of buses;More efficient use of buses;

–– More flexible use of driver layover times;More flexible use of driver layover times;

–– More flexibility to add Hi/More flexibility to add Hi/Jr.HiJr.Hi/Middle runs due to overcrowding or timing issues;/Middle runs due to overcrowding or timing issues;

–– More hours per driver (better packages) makes better driver reteMore hours per driver (better packages) makes better driver retention;ntion;

–– More nonMore non--public flexibility;public flexibility;

–– Less need to replace fleet.Less need to replace fleet.
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•• What is our current scenario?What is our current scenario?
–– Our secondary runs are at capacity;Our secondary runs are at capacity;

–– Elementary portion of runs are not at capacity;Elementary portion of runs are not at capacity;

–– We currently have 13 We currently have 13 ““single runssingle runs””;;

–– We are currently using 77 passenger buses for special transportaWe are currently using 77 passenger buses for special transportation;tion;

–– We could use at least one additional run at all of our secondaryWe could use at least one additional run at all of our secondary schools.schools.

1805 *The goal would 1805 *The goal would 

be for there to be a be for there to be a 

balance of transported balance of transported 

studentsstudents

2000 Students 2000 Students 

transported AM/PMtransported AM/PM
3805 Students 3805 Students 

transported AM/PMtransported AM/PM

Intermediate/Intermediate/

ElementariesElementaries

High/High/JrJr. High/Middle. High/Middle

Difference in RidershipDifference in RidershipElementaryElementarySecondarySecondary
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•• What is the proposed scenario (3 TIER)?What is the proposed scenario (3 TIER)?

9:10 9:10 –– 3:453:458:05 8:05 –– 3:053:057:15 7:15 -- 2:202:203 Tier Student3 Tier Student

HoursHours

Int./Elem.Int./Elem.

Grades KGrades K--44

MiddleMiddle

Grades 5,6,7Grades 5,6,7

High/High/JrJr. High. High

Grades 8Grades 8--1212

SchoolsSchools

200020001371137124342434RidershipRidership

9:05 9:05 –– 3:403:407:10 7:10 –– 2:202:20a a 

number of students are number of students are 

now dropped off at now dropped off at 

7:00 am.7:00 am.

7:30 7:30 –– 2:35 2:35 a a 

number of students are number of students are 

now dropped off at now dropped off at 

7:00 am.7:00 am.

Current Current 

Student HoursStudent Hours

IntInt/Elem./Elem.

33rdrd TierTier

Middle            Middle            

22ndnd Tier Tier 

Secondary Secondary 

11stst TierTier
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•• What is the Middle School staff saying?What is the Middle School staff saying?
–– Equity Equity –– Prevents the Penn Estates students from having a Prevents the Penn Estates students from having a ““layoverlayover””;;

–– Safer Safer –– students are currently waiting in the dark at bus stops;students are currently waiting in the dark at bus stops;

–– Logical Logical –– Schedule for families due to the fact that older siblings will Schedule for families due to the fact that older siblings will get home first;get home first;

–– Prevents Prevents –– child care problems for staff and parents as some facilities onchild care problems for staff and parents as some facilities only open at 7:00 ly open at 7:00 

a.m. hence, they have difficulty getting kids there;a.m. hence, they have difficulty getting kids there;

–– Planning Planning –– Staff could arrive earlier than the students allowing for commoStaff could arrive earlier than the students allowing for common faculty, team n faculty, team 

and parent meetings;and parent meetings;

–– Research Research –– A Stanford study shows research that suggests that moving the sA Stanford study shows research that suggests that moving the start time tart time 

supports 1supports 1stst period instruction as many adolescent students struggle with slperiod instruction as many adolescent students struggle with sleepiness and eepiness and 

getting to school on time;getting to school on time;

–– Supportive Supportive –– In that this plan supports commuting parents  since it would alIn that this plan supports commuting parents  since it would allow for less low for less 

unsupervised time after school.unsupervised time after school.
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•• What is the Jr. High Staff saying?What is the Jr. High Staff saying?
–– Custodial Staff Custodial Staff –– No issues;No issues;

–– Staff Perceptions Staff Perceptions –– Favorable if starting time is reasonable (it Favorable if starting time is reasonable (it 

would be 7:15 and it is currently 7:30) *Many students are would be 7:15 and it is currently 7:30) *Many students are 

dropped off by our buses well before the current 7:30 start dropped off by our buses well before the current 7:30 start 

timetime..
–– Shared Staff Shared Staff –– World Language teachers who teach at the World Language teachers who teach at the 

Middle School (Exploratory), may be better used at the JHS to Middle School (Exploratory), may be better used at the JHS to 

reduce class size or HS to off set increased enrollment.  Music reduce class size or HS to off set increased enrollment.  Music 

teachers (2) could adjust teaching schedule to accommodate the teachers (2) could adjust teaching schedule to accommodate the 

MS and JHS.MS and JHS.
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•• Responses from the athletic/extracurricular perspective:Responses from the athletic/extracurricular perspective:

–– ““Coaches would end up babysitting 8Coaches would end up babysitting 8thth graders until 7graders until 7thth graders graders 
arrivedarrived””.  *Coaches currently sit with the 7.  *Coaches currently sit with the 7thth graders while waiting for graders while waiting for 
the 8the 8thth gradersgraders……*There were 43 7*There were 43 7thth grade football players that this grade football players that this 
would affect.  Please note that either way this is a  major concwould affect.  Please note that either way this is a  major concern in the ern in the 
winter season with all of our athletes because of facility winter season with all of our athletes because of facility availabiltyavailabilty.  In .  In 
essence we always have and will continue to have coaches essence we always have and will continue to have coaches ““babysittingbabysitting””
kids no matter what our schedule is. kids no matter what our schedule is. 

–– ““Show choir (JH) practice runs until 3:50, it would be difficult Show choir (JH) practice runs until 3:50, it would be difficult to have to have 
77thth grade participategrade participate””.  *I believe that we could accommodate this issue .  *I believe that we could accommodate this issue 
in any number of ways.in any number of ways.

–– ““Field hockey practice begins at 3, any 7Field hockey practice begins at 3, any 7thth grade player would have the grade player would have the 
disadvantage because the coach divides the teams by skill level disadvantage because the coach divides the teams by skill level and and 
there is a lot of pressure to get on the fieldthere is a lot of pressure to get on the field””.  Clearly we can work with .  Clearly we can work with 
that issue which seems to be more of a that issue which seems to be more of a ““coachingcoaching”” issue rather than issue rather than 
scheduling issue. The 7/8 grade field hockey team will have to ascheduling issue. The 7/8 grade field hockey team will have to adjust djust 
their schedule just as the high school teams do while they are wtheir schedule just as the high school teams do while they are waiting aiting 
for the 9for the 9thth graders currently!graders currently!

–– Having Jr. High and High Having Jr. High and High SchoolersSchoolers on the same schedule would be a on the same schedule would be a 
benefit, it is difficult to get the 9benefit, it is difficult to get the 9thth graders to the high school for 3:00 graders to the high school for 3:00 
practices because of dismissal time and lack of buses.  practices because of dismissal time and lack of buses.  



–– Any negative impact upon the 7Any negative impact upon the 7thth and 8and 8thth graders regarding graders regarding 
athletics/extraathletics/extra--curricular could be dealt with through various curricular could be dealt with through various 
adjustments.  adjustments.  

–– The positive impact on athletes in grades 9The positive impact on athletes in grades 9--12 which is the majority of 12 which is the majority of 
our athletes, far outweighs the detrimental effects on the 7/8 pour athletes, far outweighs the detrimental effects on the 7/8 programs.rograms.

–– Coaching Coaching coveragescoverages would increase at the middle school level, but they would increase at the middle school level, but they 
would decrease at the junior high and high school levels where wwould decrease at the junior high and high school levels where we have e have 
more coaches.more coaches.

–– Overall class time missed by 8Overall class time missed by 8thth and 9and 9thth graders would decrease from the graders would decrease from the 
current schedule, 7current schedule, 7thth graders would be missing graders would be missing ““exploratoryexploratory”” whereas whereas 
the 8the 8thth and 9and 9thth graders would miss graders would miss ““corecore”” subject areas when they were subject areas when they were 
out of the building.out of the building.
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•• Questions, comments and concerns!Questions, comments and concerns!


